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You are the conductor and need to know where all the instruments sit. Using the following
directions, label the blank sections. Then shade each section in the French Printable Educator
& Student Worksheets. Students tackle reading passages in French and are asked questions.
This is a self-contained online post-beginner French video course. Guided by a French
presenter, you can brush up your French on a particular topic.
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necessary information Title: GCSE French Lesson activities Prepositions - directions Author:
AQA Subject: GCSE French Keywords: GCSE French; 8658; TEACH; 8658; ; ; Lesson
activities. Learn key phrases for asking directions in French by hearing them now, for free.
A powerpoint and worksheet on directions and telling the way in French, aimed at Yr9 but could
easily be used for a good Yr8 group and at KS4 for revision.
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Video Lesson Plans . new_dir_flash_2.png. Quizlet 4: Places English w/ images-French. Quizlet
5: Quiz review on Directions & Places. lex_dir.png. Lexique . A powerpoint and worksheet on
directions and telling the way in French, aimed at Yr9 but could easily be used for a good Yr8
group and at KS4 for revision.
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